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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let RG be the group ring of a finite group G over an integral domain 
R and U( RG) its group of units. In [ 111, for nilpotent groups G, with a few 
exceptions if the order IGI is even, generators of a subgroup of finite index 
in the unit group U = U(ZG) of the integral group ring ZG are given. These 
generators consist 
l of the Bass cyclic units which are of the form 
u=(l+a+ 
l-i” 1 . . . +ai-l)m+pa 
d ’ 
ci= 1 +a+ ... +&I, d = ord(a), 
where a runs through G, 1 < i < d, (i, d) = 1, and m = rp( IGI ); and 
l of the bicyclic units 
u,,=l+(a-l)bci, a, b E G. 
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The span B2 of the second set gives most of U/Z and then the span B, of 
the first set exhausts most of the centre Z of U. 
An analogous result for the dihedral groups D, has been proved in [9]. 
In Theorem 1 we consider the case when R is a suitable ring of cyclotomic 
integers and produce generators up to a finite index of U(RG) for a class 
of groups which includes monomial (and hence supersolvable and 
metabelian) groups as well as all SL(2, q) and all symmetric groups S, (see 
end of Section 3). To that end we need to define some new units of ZG and 
also units of oG, where o is a ring of cyclotomic integers Z[[], [ a root of 
unity. Namely, 
B,= 
( 
1+(/z,-1)b 
( > 
1 h :bEG,hOEH,H<G . 
heH > 
Moreover, By is the group generated by the Bass cyclic units of oG which 
are of the form 
l-i”, 
u=(l+&a+(&a)*+ ... +(&q’)m+~&u, ord(sa) = d, 
where again a runs through G, E through ([), 1 < i < d, (i, d) = 1, and 
m = cp( lG/ . ord([)), cp the Euler function. 
Corresponding to the bicyclic units we have 
B;=(l+(su-l)oG&? :ucG). 
Note that ut,=(l+(u-l)bCi)k=l+k(u-l)bti and ~~,~.u,.=l+ 
(a-l)(b+c)ri.‘Thus B;>B,. 
We introduce a still larger group of units of oG, where now [ is a 
primitive lG/ th root of unity. Let H be a subgroup of G and r E H*, an 
abelian character of H. Then clearly 
(T(h,)h,- 1) c z(h)h=O for any h, E H 
heH 
and hence 
B;:= 1-(z(h,)h,-1)oG 
( 
By taking H cyclic we see that Bi > Bz. 
With these notations, one of our main results is 
THEOREM 1. Suppose G satisfies 
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(*) For every complex irreducible representation T of G there is a 
subgroup H of G and a r E H* = Hom(H, C” ) such that z has multiplicity 1 
in the restriction of T to H: (res;T, z),= 1. 
Then for o = Z[[], where [ is a primitive IGI th root of unity, we have 
IU(oG) : (By, B;)j < 00. 
For nilpotent groups we can do better, namely, 
THEOREM 2. If G is nilpotent and o = Z[[], where [ is a primitive IGI th 
root of unity, then 
IU(oG) : (B;, B;)I < 00. 
Now we turn to the case of integral group rings ZG and study some 
non-nilpotent groups. They share, however, with the nilpotent groups of 
odd order the property that every representation has Schur index one. 
THEOREM 3. Let S, denote the symmetric group on n letters. Then 
IWWJ : (B,, &)I < ~0. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that G is one of the following groups: 
(a) G = (a) >a (x), ord(a) = pm, ord(x) = q, p a prime not dividing 
q, x acting faithfully; 
(b) G = (a) xl (x), ord(a) an odd prime p; 
(c) G = A M X, A, X abelian with X acting faithfully and irreducibly. 
Then IU(ZG) : (B,, B2)l < a3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose that F is an algebraic number field such that 
FG=SI@ ... OS,, si = (K-) I “,X”,Y 
a direct sum of matrix rings over commutative field. This is the case for our 
applications. Let n, be the projection onto Si; let Di be the ring of integers 
in K,. We denote by GL,= GL(n,, Dj) the group of units of (Di)n,xn, and 
by SL, the subgroup of determinant one. We need the following result of 
Bass [2]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let o = Z [[I be a ring of cyclotomic integers. The image of 
the Bass cyclic units of oG under the natural map j: U(oG) + K,(oG) 
generates a subgroup of finite index. 
Proof The induction theorem of Bass and Lam [2, 73 implies that 
(j( U(oC))) generates a group of finite index as C runs over the cyclic sub- 
groups of G. Recalling that K,(oG) is finitely generated abelian we have to 
prove that if C is a given cyclic group and By its Bass cyclic units then 
j(Bq) is of finite index in K,(oC). Write then (E) for an abstract cyclic 
group of the same order as i. We have an epimorphism Z( ( E ) x C) -+ 
H[[](C) by &HI. Let M=Cz,R, be the maximal order of Q((.s) x C). 
Then the maximal order of Q(i)(C) can be written as CitJ Ri= M’ for 
some .Zc I. Thus we obtain an epimorphism M --++ M’ and a commutative 
diagram at the K,-level 
KIW<&)xC))- K,GULWC)) 
I I 
K,(M) ) K,Wf’) 
The vertical arrows are induced from the natural inclusions; they have 
finite kernels and cokernels. The bottom horizontal arrow is onto. It 
follows that K,(oC) is generated up to a finite index by the image of 
K,(H( ( E ) x C)). The latter in turn, due to the induction theorem, is 
generated by its cyclics. Thus K,(oC) is generated up to a finite index by 
j(By), as claimed. 
We next repeat some notation and results that have already been used 
in our earlier paper [ 111. For an ideal q of Di let E(q) be the subgroup of 
SL, generated by all q-elementary matrices 
Z+ 4eImy 4E% l#m, e,m a matrix unit 
and by E(q), its normal closure in SL,. If n 2 3, the normal subgroup of 
E(Di) generated by E(q) is normal in SL, and hence coincides with E(q). 
The basic tool for our discussion of group ring units is the congruence 
subgroup theorem (Bass, Milnor, and Serre [3], Serre [13]; see also [ 11): 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that either n,> 3 or ni= 2 and Si is not a 2 x 2 
matrix ring over the rational field or an imaginary quadratic field. Then 
(1) JSL, : E(q)1 is finite for any nonzero ideal q of Di. 
(2) Every noncentral subgroup of SL, normalized by a subgroup of 
finite index contains E(q) for some nonzero ideal q of D,. 
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We shall also need the following extension due to Vaserstein [14, 151; 
compare also [8]. 
LEMMA 2.3. (1) Zf ni 3 3, then &q’) c E(q); in particular, 
ISL, : E(q)1 < co. 
(2) Zf ni= 2 and Ki is not rational or imaginary quadratic, then 
[SL; : E(q)] < co. 
We next give an improvement of Lemma 2.4 of [ 111. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let o be the ring of integers in the cyclotomicfield F= O(i). 
Suppose that G is a finite group with FG = C” (Ki), x n,, Ki fields. Let B be 
Bi, B3 (zf o = Z), or B;. Then B is of finite index in U tf and only tf it 
satisfies the conditions: 
(1) B contains a subgroup of finite index of the centre Z of U. 
(2) For every i with ni> 1, z,(B) contains a subgroup of finite index 
in SL,. 
Proof We have FG = C” (K,),,, n, and a containment of orders 
oGcC” rci(oG); a maximal order in FG is C” (Di),,.+,,,. Write Ui for 
ni(“). 
(a) Suppose 1 U : BI < co. Then (1) is clear. To prove (2), note that 
IU: BI -C cc implies IUi: xi(B)1 -C co. Since C” ni(OG) and C” (Di)n,xn, 
are two orders, Ui contains a subgroup of finite index in SL,. 
(b) Now we assume conditions (1) and (2) and prove that 
lU:Bl<oo. Weclaim 
(3) Given i#j with ni, n,> 1, then there exists an element be B such 
that n,(b) is noncentral and zj(b)= 1. 
The claim will be shown only for B = B;; the argument for B, (if o = H) 
and Bz is similar. By (2), we first find an element x E G and a y E oG such 
that rci(l +(x- l)y$) is noncentral, and then a ,uleFG such that rci(pL1)= 
z;(y) and rcj(pl) =O. Pick a natural number v such that VP, =p~oG. So 
~,(1+(x-1)~~)isnoncentra1andn,(1+(x-1)~~)=1,estab1ishing(3). 
Since B contains a subgroup of finite index in the centre Z of U, it con- 
tains a subgroup of finite index of C” DF. In order to prove 1 U : BI < CO, 
it is enough, for a given n,> 1, to produce a subgroup W, of finite index 
in SL, such that B contains (1, . . . . W,, 1, . ..). For the convenience of the 
reader we repeat this argument, which was given in [ 111. We know by (3) 
that given i#j with ni, n,> 1, B contains an element (..,, 1, . . . . m...) with 1 
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in the ith place and a noncentral matrix m in the jth place. Then B 
contains 
(..., 1, . . . . m...)B = (..., 1, . . . . mB, . ..) = (..., 1, . . . . rnrrJCB), . ..). 
The group m X~(a) is normalized by n,(B) n SL,, which is of finite index in 
SL,. Thus by (2.2) mn@) contains a group Wi of finite index in SL,. 
Suppose we have proved by induction that B contains 
(..., 1* 1, . . . . wj, . ..). 
where there are r l’s and W, is of finite index in jth place. Since the l’s are 
allowed to appear in any place, we also have in B 
(...) 1m, . ..) w;, 1, . ..) 
with W; of finite index. Taking commutators, with N, = W, n Wi, B 
contains 
(..., lz, . . . . [N,, N,], 1, . ..). 
Now Nj is of finite index and [Nj, N,] <I N, < SLj. It follows as above that 
B contains a group with (r + 1) l’s and jth component of finite index. By 
induction B contains groups with a subgroup of finite index in one compo- 
nent and one elsewhere. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark. We have actually proved that given n,> 1, (2) implies that B 
contains a group (1, . . . . 1, W,, 1, . . . . 1) with W, of finite index in SL,. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let o = Z[[] be as above. Let By be the group of Bass 
cyclic units of oG and B equal Bi, B, (if o = Z) or B;. Suppose that for 
all ni> 1, xi(B) contains a subgroup of finite index in SL,. Then 
IU: (B,, B)I < 00. 
Proof: By the last lemma, we have only to produce a power of the 
centre Z of U in (B,, B). To that end pick ZE Z. Due to Lemma 2.1 there 
exists an integer m, which is independent of z, such that j(z”b; ‘) = 1 for 
some 6, E B,. This means that a suitable matrix, diag(z”b;‘, 1, . . . . l), is a 
commutator. Therefore, if nj= 1, rci(zmb-I) = 1 and for nj> 1 we have 
det(n,(z”b;‘)) = 1 and so n,(zmbI-‘)ESL,. We now invoke the remark 
above. There exists,a q, independent of i, such that 7rj(zmYb;Y)E W;. 
Hence zmqblq E IlW, which is a subgroup of B. We have shown that 
zmg E (B,, B) as asserted. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 3 
In view of the last lemma, in order to obtain Theorem 1, we have to 
convince ourselves that n,(B) contains SL, up to a finite index for all 
ni> 1. We wish to apply the congruence subgroup theorem and thus have 
to find elementary subgroups E(qi) for nonzero ideals qi of Di. Because 
o = Z[[], [ a lG[th root of unity, we may assume that the fields Ki are 
neither rational nor imaginary quadratic; for small values of lG/ the 
theorem is true in any case. 
The projection rci may be identified with a complex irreducible represen- 
tation T with respect to a suitable basis, and we shall do so. Due to the 
property (*) of G, there is a subgroup H of G and a TV H* with 
(resg T, z),= 1. Decompose resz T as z@ T, @..., a sum of irreducible 
representations of H. Then for h E H we have 
0 
T(zc’(h)h- l)= T,(r-‘(A)& 1) . 
. . 
Moreover, 
as T,z-’ is irreducible and #l, and as (l/IHI)C,,., h is the idempotent 
of FH belonging to the l-representation. 
We conclude that if T has degree s, then the first matrix above has 
rank < s - 1 and the last matrix has rank 1. 
Choose a u E V, the representation space to T, such that T(h) u = t(h)o 
for all h E H. Then { T(x)u: certain x E G including x = 1 } is a basis of V, 
since V is irreducible. We shall write all our matrices with respect to this 
basis. So 
However, due to our rank considerations from before, we obtain that the 
last matrix can have entries different from 0 only in the first column. We 
conclude that, for y E FG, 
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where c # 0 is a fixed column vector, rZ(h), . . . . r,(h) are row vectors 
depending on h, and I,, . . . . I, can be arbitrary row vectors. Hence 
1lC 
I= ; 
0 4C 
can be an arbitrary column vector. Now look at 
b= n l-(z-‘(h)h-1)y 1 z-‘(h)h 
heH hsH 
c (zc’(h)h-1) 
heH 
We apply T: 
T(b) = z- 
i 
Ch r*(h) 
I (1 0 ... 0). 
Since 
is conjugate to 
Ch &) I 
0 . . . 0 
Ch r,(h) 
Ch r,(h) 
0 
--n 
i --n 
a rank (s- 1) matrix, it follows that I,, r2(h), . . . . xh r,(h) are linearly 
independent row vectors. Consequently, 
T 
(( hsH 
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contains a “column” 
i! 0 *  . 0 . . .‘.  '.  . 0  1 
with * arbitrary in F. By multiplying with denominators we see that 
T 
(( 
contains all elementary matrices moei, with i3 2 and a suitable natural 
number m. In order to obtain the elementary matrices with nonzero entries 
in the other columns as well, that is, all of E(mo), we use the basis vectors 
T(x)u and the corresponding subgroups XHX-‘. This completes the proof 
of the Theorem 1. 
We close this section by looking more closely at the condition (*) of 
Theorem 1, at the same time that we prove Theorem 3. For obvious 
reasons, all monomial groups satisfy (*). Though there seems to be 
no purely group theoretical property at hand that would reflect the 
monomiality of a group, one knows at least that a group G having a 
solvable normal subgroup N with 
(1) G/N is supersolvable, and 
(2) each Sylow subgroup of N is abelian 
is monomial [S, p. 5801. Consequently supersolvable as well as metabelian 
groups enjoy (*). From Clifford’s theory one obtains in addition t’hat 
“monomial by cyclic groups” do so. To see this, assume T to be an 
irreducible representation of such a group G. Let the restriction of T to the 
monomial normal cocyclic subgroup N contain the irreducible constituent 
t= indg(r). If S denotes the stabilizer of t and i an extension of t to S 
[S, p. 5721, then T=ind:(i.A) for exactly one AE(S/N)* by [S, p. 5711. 
Hence 
(resg T, z)~ = (ress1, resz T, z),= (resz T, ind$z)s 
= (resz T, indg t)s = resz T, 
481/142/2-17 
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Observe that an analogous argument implies a group G containing a 
monomial coabelian normal subgroup of coprime order to satisfy (a). 
As is pointed out in [6], the groups SL(2, q) as well as the symmetric 
groups S, are further examples of (*). Observe that, by [6], with respect 
to the S, in B; we may restrict the characters r of the subgroups H to 
always be the identity character and hence, as each irreducible character of 
S, has Q as its character field [5, p. 5381 
(u(Ls.,):( B1, l+(h,-l)ZS, 
>I 
<co, 
which is Theorem 3. Observe also that the critical dimension 2 in 
Lemma 2.2 occurs only for the one 2-dimensional character which arises 
from the S,, a dihedral group that has been discussed in [9]; as for the S,, 
the arguments used for S3 can be carried over since the natural surjection 
S4 + S, splits. 
In [6] a solvable group is given that violates (*). So, for the time being 
a description of almost all units of oG, even for solvable groups, remains 
open. 
4. NILPOTENT GROUPS 
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 2. The raison d’etre of this 
theorem is that we can generate the units by the Bass cyclics By and the 
bicyclics Bq. The latter group is much smaller than Bi required in 
Theorem 1 and is very easily constructible. In order to avoid too many 
repetitions of arguments that have already been given in [ 111, we assume 
the reader to be familiar with that paper. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let T be a complex irreducible representation of 
FG of degree n > 1, F= a([,,,), where [,,, is a IG(th root of unity. Since G 
is monomial, T is realizable over o. We may, of course, assume that F is 
not rational or imaginary quadratic. So we have only to show that 
(SL, : T(B;)) < co. 
To that end we first restrict G to be a p-group. As in Proposition 5.1 of 
[ 1 l] we may assume that T is faithful. We apply Proposition A of [ 111, 
which holds if G # &, D2k, or &,k+1 with k > 3. It is proved that but for 
these exceptional cases there exists a natural number N such that 
T((x - 1) Z!G%) contains Ne, with x depending on i, j. Thus we deduce that 
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T( (x - 1) oGi) 3 (No)e,. In this case, we are done. Now let us consider the 
three exceptional cases. 
(i) Suppose G is the dihedral group &k = (Oar-’ = 1 = x2, us = C ’ ). 
Then F(D2t) = 4F@ tF2 x 2 with t = 2k-2 - 1. The representations are 
Galois conjugates of the representation 
[=cZkml,a2 k ~ ‘th root of unity. 
As 
T((ia-1)x@= o 
( 
0 27[2- 1) 
0 > 
and 
T(((-‘a-l)x([g2))= O ( 
0 
2k-2([2- 1) 0 > ’ 
we have that for a suitable [, ?(([a- 1) DC(&)) contains (No) eO for 
some N. 
(ii) Let G be the generalized quaternion group of order 2k, ka 3, 
given by 
Q2~=(a,~:~2k~‘=1,b2=~2k~2,~h=~-1). 
Assume k 2 4; for k = 3 the computations are similar. First, observe 
where W, is the Hamilton field over O([,k-l+ c$!l). Then FQ2k = FD,~LI @ 
tF2x2, where t = lo([2k I +[G!,) : QI. Our representation iS a Galois 
conjugate of 
T(a) = T(b) = (= 12”. 
Then 
T(([a- 1) b(G))= 8 2kp1(;2- ‘)), 
T((i-‘a- I)&?)= 2k-&2) 0”). 
Thus T(o([a- 1) b(c)) contains (No) eii for a suitable i. 
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(iii) Finally, let G be given by 
D,,, z (a, b : a2k = 1 = b2, ab = a2km’-‘), 2ka3. 
Then FG = FD2k @ tF2 x 2 with t = 2k-2. The representation is a Galois 
conjugate of 
T(a) = 
Thus 
We have proved that T(o([a- 1) b(G)) contains (No) eq for a suitable N 
and i and thus we have established the theorem for all p-groups. 
Now, let G be a nilpotent group. Write T as a tensor product of 
absolutely irreducible representations Ti of the Sylow subgroups Pi of G. 
As T is nonlinear, there is a Sylow subgroup P, such that T, is nonlinear. 
Let Q be the product of all Sylow subgroups Pi, i # 1, and Fz the tensor 
product of the corresponding Ti. Then G = P, x Q and T= T, @ T2, We 
recall that for given h, E o, 1 d v #p < dim,$, there exist y E oP, and a 
natural number N, such that Tl(([a- 1) y([a)) = N,h,e,. Further, given 
1 < i, j < dim Tz:,, there exist a natural number N, and /I = C /I, y E oQ such 
that F2( /I) = N,eq. Then 
T(l+(ra-l)~a(~))=l+T,((ia-l)~(i^a))O~~(8) 
= 1 + N,N2h,e,,0eV, 
which is an elementary matrix. If T, is abelian, we have all the elementary 
matrices over N, N,o. Otherwise, we reverse the role of T1 and p2 to 
produce the remaining elementary matrices. Observe that if we write 
rB = C, clg g, ag E 0, then 
(ia- l)rB(G)=C~,(i”- 1) g(G) 
&- 
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and 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
DEFINITION. If A is a square matrix then we shall denote by [A[, the 
number of eigenvalues of A equal to E. 
Let us recall that property (*) associates to a complex irreducible 
representation T of G a subgroup H and a linear character r of H such that 
t appears in the restriction of T to H exactly once. If we strengthen the 
property to require H to be cyclic and t = 1 then (*) is equivalent to 
( *)1 Given a complex irreducible representation T of G then there is an 
element XE G such that IT(x)1 1 = 1. 
FR~POSITION 1. Groups (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 4 have property 
(*)I. 
Proof: (a) G= (a) x1 (x), ord(a) = pm, ord(x) = 1, ptq, ax = aj, 
ord(jmod p”) = q. Let T be a complex irreducible representation of G. 
Then it is well known (and easy to see) [4, p. 338; 12, p. 621 that T is of 
degree q and is given by i 
T(a) = 
ii 
. . 
T(x) = I> [ a primitive p”th root of unity. 
In this case T(x) has eigenvalue one exactly once. 
(c) G = A >a X, both A, X abelian with faithful irreducible action. It is 
well known [S, p. 1661 that A can be identified with the additive subgroup 
of a finite field F and X= (x) may be identified with a subgroup of F”, 
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the action of X on A being the field multiplication. Every nonlinear com- 
plex irreducible representation T is induced from A [ 12, p. 621. Thus 
T(x)= ; 
i 0 (j1 . 0 1 . . . 0 1. . .‘. . . 0’  ,1
Again, 1 T(x)1 i = 1 as claimed. 
The proof of (b) is similar. 
> q = ord(x). 
7x4 
THEOREM 4’. Suppose a group G has property (*)1. Suppose also that 
QG has no simple components which are 2 x 2 matrices over Q or an 
imaginary quadratic field. Let B = (B,, B2), where B, are the Bass cyclic 
units of ZG and B, are the bicyclic units of ZG. Then (UZG : B) -C co. 
Proof. Let T be a given complex irreducible representation of G. Then 
there exists an x E G such that I T(x)1 r = 1. Therefore, by Frobenius 
reciprocity, (indFX,> 1, T) = 1. It follows by [S, p. 5473 that the Schur index 
of T is one. Write T(QG) = K, x ,,, K a field. Let D be the ring of integers 
of K and SL,, as before, be the matrices of determinant one in GL(n, Do). 
By Lemma 2.5, it suffices to prove that [SL, : T(B,)] < CO. 
We compare our situation with that of Theorem 1. We have (*)i, which 
is stronger than (*); in particular, the groups H are cyclic. Moreover, B; 
in our case becomes Bz. The proof of Theorem 1 gives, on writing h = x, 
in the same situation, 
(x-l)@& 
0 . . 
i i 
0 
Y2(X) 
Y,(X) 
1, .c 
I= 
( i 
; ) 
I, . c 
where I is an arbitrary column. As T(x - 1) has rank s - 1, y2(x), . . . . y,(x) 
are linearly independent and we obtain that 
0 0 ... 0 
* : 
!. :i 
. . . . 
* (j . . . 0 
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with arbitrary * belong to T((x - 1) QGi). As before we now lind 
for a suitable natural number k to be contained in T(B,). Similarily, the 
remaining elementary matrices over kD are contained in T(B,). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4’. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose T is a complex irreducible representation 
of G of degree 2. Then we are in case (a) or case (c) with q = 2. Thus (a) 
is a dihedral group which has been dealt with in [9]. For (c) we have for 
any b E A, (bb”)” = bb” and consequently 6” = 6-l due to the fixed point 
free action. So, again, we are back in the dihedral case. The theorem is 
proved in view of Proposition 1 and Theorem 4’. 
Instead of counting the number of times one is an eigenvalue of T(x), 
n 
one can study IT(x)1 _ 1 and consider the units u~.,~ = 1 + (x + 1) y( -x). 
Write B; = (up,,-, 1 x, LEG). Then we have the 
THEOREM 4”. Suppose that a group G has property 
(*) + I For every complex dirreducible representation T of G, there exists 
an element x (deending on T) of G such that either 1 T(x)1 1 = 1 or 
IT(x,=l. 
Suppose further that QG has no simple components which are 2 x 2 matrices 
over K where K is Q or imaginary quadratic. Then (B,, B,, B, > is offinite 
index in UZ(G). 
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